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Abstract
Video production and distribution have become very afford-
able and accessible. A large body of research is available
in machine learning for audio, visual and language process-
ing and more recently generation of multimedia content.
Machine learning provides promising materials for design-
ing innovative video production workflows. However, there
is a lack of studies and expertise around how would video
editors receive and use machine learning in their work. As
a part of ongoing university and industry joint innovation
project, this project aims to explore the the challenges of
integrating machine learning into video editing workflows.
Through setting up and running experiments with AI em-
bedded prototypes on video production workflow, we aim to
explore the design space of using AI in video editing inter-
faces and potential of human-in-the-loop machine learning
in creative designs.
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Introduction
Videos play a very important role in sharing news and sto-
ries online. Various studies [5][8] have pointed out the shift
in online video consumption behavior from branded news
sites to third party online video sharing and social media
platforms. This creates two new challenges for journalists
and news agencies - to maintain presence in a lot of social
media video sharing platforms and to be the first to pub-
lish on platforms. With various video sharing platforms to
target, there is a need to support various video formats,
viewing devices and viewing experiences. For instance,
people expect videos on Facebook to be glance-viewable
with text-on-video and without audio. The popularity of so-
cial media platforms also leads to creating a large number
independent video makers with active audience bases.

Machine Learning (ML) technology has become widely
adopted in the industry and thus a lot of methods, mod-
els, APIs and services are available. In audio and visual
data processing, for example, ML has been used for speech
recognition, text to speech, object detection, object tracking,
scene detection, video captioning, sentiment analysis, video
summarization and computational video editing. However,
simply plugging ML into an video editing tool does not help
user understand and utilize what ML could and could not
do. Study of human factors and UI designs for ML is neces-
sary to explore how users understand ML and affordances
provided by introducing ML in the process. Dove et al. [2]
stated in their study that ML is both underexplored opportu-
nity for HCI researchers and has unknown potential as de-
sign material. The authors also pointed out the challenges
which are the lack of understanding of ML in UX commu-
nity, the data dependent nature of ML blackboxes and the
difficulty of making interactive prototypes with ML.

With videos easier to produce and distribute than ever be-
fore and a lot of video platforms available, there is a need
for more streamlined workflows for producing videos; of-
ten different versions of the same story for different plat-
forms. In current video editing tools, there is nothing in be-
tween consumer level one size fit all tools and professional
tools with all low level features like iMovie and Final Cut pro.
However, machine learning has the potential to create bet-
ter video editing tools but not without proper study of deci-
sion involved, methods and practices for better interfaces
and interactions to connect human and machine learn-
ing in a creative work of making a video. For the purose
of this project, a simplified video production workflow of is
described in Figure 1.

In most parts of this project, a modified version of a video
editing tool called Viz Story will be used to create interactive
working prototypes. The rationale to use Viz Story is due
to practical reasons which includes access to source code,
access to internal expertise and chances to evaluate pro-
totypes as a part of a complete workflow. Viz Story [11], is
a browser-based complete package of tools for video pro-
duction and publishing. Viz Story package contains full set
of features to support the process of creating video stories
and publish multiple versions of them to different platforms.

Related Work
Roughcut [7] is a tool that utilizes machine learning for
video editing of dialog driven scenes with a model which
can be described roughly as design by description. Given
raw video takes and a dialogue, Roughcut enables creative
exploration of various editing styles described by editing id-
ioms. PotraitSketch [12] is an interactive drawing system
with automated assistance for drawing face sketches. It pro-
vides a new way for novices to create face sketches without
requiring mastery of drawing techniques. BBC Research



Figure 1: Tasks involved in a video worlflow.

tool named Audiogram [6] allows repurposing of radio con-
tent into vidoes with animated wave-forms and subtitles.
AutoEdit [9] is a open source tools which uses automated
speech recognition to transcribe the audio and allows edi-
tors to make selections on the video using text.

Another field where machines can help humans perform
creative tasks is Writing with machines in the loop. Clark
et.al. [1] performed an experiment with two machine-in-
the-loop systems for story writing and slogan writing tasks
and the participants enjoyed collaborating with machine
even though third-party evaluations rated of stories written
with machine-generated suggestions are not as good as
stories written by humans alone. Visual story telling mod-
els generates descriptions of a series of pictures that de-
scribes an event. Hus et.al [4] analyzed how humans edits
those machine-generated text. Explainable Artificial Intel-
ligence (XAI) is an emerging field in machine learning to
come up with techniques that are more explainable to hu-
man users[3].

Objectives
The main purpose of the research is to answer the ques-
tions how human and AI perform together in collaboration
as human-in-the-loop for video workflow tasks. To answer
the question, it is necessary to identify what are the interac-
tion design challenges and how do we measure efficiency
for video workflow tasks.

Working at the intersection of HCI and AI research in video
workflow context, the aim of this project are as follows

• To reveal interaction design challenges for human-in-
the-loop tasks in video workflow.

• To measure performance of improvements, if any, by
using AI and human-in-the loop.



• To provide insights on people opinions into AI being
pushed into their workflow and how it influences their
experiences and creativity.

Research Methods
As this research project is situated at the intersection of
HCI, machine learning and video workflow practices, it re-
quires research methodology from all three fields. Research
through design [13] approach serves as a method of in-
quiry through designer practices in designing for machine
learning in video production context. Empirical research ap-
proach with experiments on interactive prototypes will be
used to observe and collect the data about video workflows
tasks with human-in-the-loop.

Current Work
Automated Subtitling using ML Subtitling has been identi-
fied as a time consuming task for video production [10]. To
explore the challenges of integrating ML based subtitling
in the video workflow, a prototype on Viz Story has been
implemented. Upon uploading video materials to edit, sub-
titles are generated using online ML based speech recog-
nition APIs. Those generated subtitles are then included as
starting subtitles for the video creators to begin their subti-
tling task. First pilot test has been conducted internally with
two persons on this prototype. Each of the participants is
assigned to provide English subtitles for two short video
clips. One of the clip has no subtitles and another has ML
generated subtitles. During the pilot test, we captured the
screen, recorded time taken and saved the subtitles. After
that, two participants provided open feedbacks.

The ML generated subtitles has around 10% word error
rate. From observing the pilot test, it is still time consuming
for the users to manually fix errors found in automated sub-
titles. With the UI lacking features to point out ML inaccu-

racies, the participants questioned the quality of whole ML
generated subtitles. Pilot testing on this first prototype high-
lights the need to design proper UI around pro and cons of
ML based speech recognition. It revealed some challenges
of integrating ML services into the UI and it is the first step
to understand how ML will impact the workflow. The second
prototype has been iteratively designed with consideration
of having automated speech recognition in the loop. An ex-
periment will be conducted on both prototypes to measure
empirical data.

Future Work
Future work In the short term, different functional proto-
types for automated subtitling and automated object track-
ing and automated content adaptation will be iteratively de-
signed. Throughout the design process we hope to discover
the issues and challenges of designing ML assisted video
editing interfaces. Developed prototypes will then be used
to perform a study. The purpose of the studies are to reveal
design considerations and issues that exists in designing
ML assisted editing interfaces and impact of ML in the video
workflow process.

Another interesting question is "will automation of tedious
and repetitive tasks leads to more time spent on creative
tasks?". After the first study is completed, we are consid-
ering an ML system for generating various styles of video
stories using something called smart video templates. As
video makers usually follow their own style as well as that
of the organization, can we apply machine learning tech-
niques in this exploratory task of video editing. The project
hopes to explore the area of applied machine learning in
the video production.
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